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Bylls: Reflections

Reflections
My weary feet stood me in cold, unkempt blades of wet, green grass.
Above my head the morning sky was born a charcoal gray color, and an
occasional scribble of lightning drew

itself

across the endless

strip of eerie

from the sky, like tiny water balloons,
to their deaths In the dry, worm-infested ground. Soon the worms would slither
out and thrive among the dead raindrops. trudged along my not-so-merry
clouds. Suicidal raindrops

began

to bullet

I

way, knowing the weather and my mood were kin. paused to stare at my
reflection In a nearby puddle, but no image appeared. was not there. The
murky, muddy water seemed as deep as forever is long, but nowhere inside
did my grim face appear. In the face, some say, is the face of a man, and his
waning face came to life in the water. And so did the leaves of a close oak tree
silhouetted by a dim street lamp. Their wicked shadows danced in the ripples.
Where had disappeared to?
I

I

'

I

'

Mother Nature scratched another wretched bolt of "craky" lightning
across the sky, bleeding less than a second of light upon me. Moaning in a
hypnotic trance, wind whizzed and whirled around me. But on my mission
continued, not likely to succumb to the powers of inanimate objects. had
walked, expressionless and tearful, toward my destination, the house of my
lover, each day for three long years to spend our alloted time together.
had
sat and read him different stories, told him bits and pieces of local gossip (not
that he cared to hear it), and occasionally delivered flowers to cheer him up.
I

I

I

Along

my way observed
I

the empty expressions on the sleeping

houses, large brick monsters that devoured us day after day, night after night.
Silence kept a disturbing peace, like soldiers standing at attention. Since no
alarm clocks blared rock and roll and no coffee percolated, no mothers rose
early to prepare breakfast, and no children ran off to school. Far off in the
distance, an old car choked and coughed. But aroun the corner, spied the
I

The once beautiful blanket
of green that had covered the ground had turned a dead brown and muddy
black. How longed for the beauty to return and attempt to cheer me and the
dreary weather. The rain disguised my own tears. Feeling the slick, beaded.
rusted, weather-beaten fence in front of his house.

I

under my fingers prickled my skin. Shivers siezed me momentarily,
until
pressed on, meeting the gravel driveway. The long road curved and
twisted deformedly, but took me right to his tiny place. It seemed so much
smaller than the homes of his neighbors. One side housed the Jones family,
while the other side sheltered the elderly Mrs. Ridges. walked right up to him,
resting there under the only tree on the property. Leaves tunneled water into
Iron bars
I

It

I

minute ditches along the sides of his plot of land. Staring down into his cold,
stony face, the expression was enough. Michael Winters 1965-1990.
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